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The self-check program for E2 emulator (E2 SCP) has been updated from V.1.01.00 to V.1.02.00.

1. Version to be updated

The target of this update is the E2 emulator (model name: RTE0T00020KCE00000R) with product version "D" or later. The self-check program V.1.02.00 can also be used for products whose product version is "C" or earlier.

[confirmation method of the product version of the E2 emulator]

The product version of the E2 emulator is the last digit of the serial number displayed in the following location.

- Sticker on the back of the E2 emulator product
- Interior labels attached to packing boxes
- Start screen when E2 SCP is connected

![Example of product version](image1.png)

* The red line is the product version.

Figure 1. Example of product version
2. Version upgrade contents

2.1 Functional improvement

Since the self-check circuit was partially changed in the product version D or later of the E2 emulator, the self-check program was updated. There are no additional functions or changes in usage. For the usage of the self-check program, refer to Appendix A of the E2 emulator RTE0T00020KCE00000R User's Manual.

3. Update method

There are two ways to update the Self Check Program for E2 Emulator (E2 SCP) : by downloading the standalone installer of E2 SCP from the E2 Emulator web page, or by installing it from the Integrated Development Environment CS+ for CC.

1) E2 SCP standalone installer
   
   Download the installer from following web page below.
   
   (The installer will be available from February 5.)
   
   [E2 emulator [RTE0T00020KCE00000R] | Renesas](#)

2) Install the emulator utility using the Integrated Development Environment CS+ for CC installer.
   
   (To be supported in the next CS+ update (date to be determined))
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